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Earthy, but still elegant ANSLOW
CHEST, built from reclaimed pine,
features dramatic wood grain drawers
and iron base in purple gold finish.
H: 35' x W: 36' x D: 19'

Our refreshing ALE OCCASIONAL
CHAIR features aqua cotton
upholstery with cloud fill, and golden
metal frame. Place it in any room to
add a touch of color and freshness.
H: 43' x W: 35' x D: 14

Introducing our MANAH SIDE TABLE,
built from mango wood in distressed
grey finish, with its twisted sculptural
design and dynamic look.
H: 24' x W: 16' x D: 16'

STRAUSS SIDEBOARD, made from
black weathered oak and antique
copper iron, with checkered door
design, gives a modern and
sophisticated look to any space.
H: 34' x W: 73' x D: 18'

Our wood and bone inlay TENISI
SIDETABLE, with black and white
stripes, is a statement piece that will
add a bold style to your living room.
H: 18' x W: 16' x D: 16'

Our FORMOSA COFFEE TABLE is a
mix of a natural beauty and a modern
shape. It is made out of natural
reclaimed elm, featuring intricate
design and straight lines.
H: 16' x W: 48' x D: 32'

Our ROSKAM SMALL CABINET
features natural heritage oak and
iron base. Very simple and elegant, it
is a beautiful addition to any living
room
H: 34' x W: 28' x D: 32'

Add a casual comfort to your home
with our DELAMO SOFA in dust blue
upholstery and feather fill. Included
toss pillows only enhance the feeling
of comfort.
H: 33' x W: 110' x D: 40'
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COMPANY INFORMATION
The unique blend of furniture that will be shown at High Point continues Dovetail's commitment to great designs at a perfect price. Whenever
possible, Dovetail has utilized reclaimed materials and sustainable woods, both to help with the stewardship of resources and to create a
natural, comfortable look and feel. When customers visit our showrooms they often want to sit and stay.
Founded in 1992 by Charlie Shaw and Ted Einstein, Dovetail has developed an expertise in designing, manufacturing and previously retailing
an eclectic range of handmade furniture, accessories and textiles from around the world. Based in Los Angeles, they distribute throughout the
United States, Canada and Mexico from 3-100,000 sq. foot facilities, which also includes a showroom for wholesale and design clients. Their key
staff, all have furniture retail experience and thus a good understanding of the requirements of furniture retailers in terms of product design,
quality and price. For more information please go to: www.dovetailfurnitureonline.com.
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